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(71) We, International Business
Machines Corporation, a Corporation or-

ganized and existing under the laws at the

State of New York in the United States of

5 America, of Annonk, New York 10504,

United States of America, do hereby declare

the invention, for which we pray that a
patent may bo granted to us, and the method
by which it is to be performed, to be par-

10 ocularly described in and by the following

statement:—

The invention relates to a coded card.

According to the invention there is pro-

vided a coded card exhibiting a substantially

15 uniform transmlssivity and surface reflect-

ance in tile viable light region comprising

a first film and a second film inminqt/j upon
the first film, said films having different

optica] absorption characteristics at a sub-

20 stantJally single frequency lying within an
optical bandpass in the non-visible region

and said card being encoded by either selec-

tively- apertnring the second film prior to

lamination or laminating discrete portions

25 of the second film npon selected areas of

the first film.

It is well-known that the visible spectrum,

as seen by the average human eye, extends

from violet (wavelength of 0,38 microns) to
• 30 red (0.78 microns). The eye is most sen-

sitive to yellow-green (0.55 microns) which
lies well within the violet-red range. Now,
the infra red region especially in the 1.0

micron to 15 micron region is blessed with

35 detectors snch as gallium arsenide. Accord-
ingly, the described embodiment contem-

plates a card transparent to light in the

visible region and in at least one non-visible

region such as infra red.

40 One flexible, tough thermoplastic, having

this spectral requirement is polyvinyl

chloride (PVQ suitably permeable in the

visible and infra red regions. The PVC
bandpass transmission characteristic Is sub-

45 stenuaDy flat and non-absorbent from about

35 microns to about 7.0 mkroas. It was
also observed that a carbonyl group attached
to such a polymeric film structure would ex-
Mbit a near single frequency absorption
characteristic well within the 35—7.0 micron 50
range at 5.8 microns.

In the preferred embodiment, the card
is formed from a film of PVC laminated onto
a film of copolymer of vinyl chloride and
vinylacetate (PVAQ. The PVAC layer can 55
be exceedingly thin. The indicia can be
encoded onto the card by selectively aper-
turing the PVAC layer by punching holes
before lamination. Upon lamination, the
PVC is caused to fill the apertures. This 60
renders the apertures optically mdstinguiib.-
able in visible light. AlterwuWvtne en-
coding can be accomplished by the deposi-
tion ot PVAC strips onto discrete preselected
areas of the PVC film by a rapid evapora- 65
tion process.

It should be recalled that PVAC has sub-
statially similar optical and. physico-
chentical characteristics as PVC but tor Its
discrete substantially single frequency ab- 70
sorption characteristic, This meant that
fight illurninating the laminate in the visible
region will be either passed through the
structure or partially reflected from the sur-
faces unifcrauy. When the laminate is 75
ujumisated by light in the infra red region,
a spectral difference is detectable onfy at
substantially 5.8 microns.

Since PVC and PVAC are commercially
available in sheet form lamination can be 80
effectuated by placing respective sheets one
upon the other between hot platens or
calenders. Because the dwell time between
the calender rolls is stum I.e. about a second
or less, a temperature above the melting tern- 85
perature of approximately 250*0 can be
used. Note that In this form of lamination
there is only a small amount of plastic flow'
As previously mentioned, the best form

contemplate! that only the second film con- 90
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tain the carfxmyl grotqa. It is recalled from
Beer's law that the amount of light absorbed
is pmportiooal to the cortcatration of the

absorbing material Consequently, if both

5 films an of the some material and the second
flhn has a significantly higher concentration

or carbonyl groups than the fust film, then
then would stiff be a detectable spectral

difference. This factor becomes of some
10 significance in the practice of the invention

in view of the commercial difficulty of ob-
tafcriM carbonyl group tree PVC Htus-

tttUvdy, films frequently contain plas-

tidzers, es, dioetyl phoabte or (dl-2-ethyl

15 hexyl phtfaalate), to maintain a degree of

suppleness. This pT'ihyfetr <wtf.im as
many as 2 carbonyl groups per mole. Like-

wise, polyaromatic stabflsers may be added
to prevent polymer degradation. These also

20 contam caroonyl groups.

In cocumstances where it is desired to

protect the coded indicia from alteration

due to wear or accidental scratching, a
PVC layer can be laminated on top ofthe

25 second film forming a sandwich therefrom.

Vacuum lamination, for example, avoids any
trapping of gas bubbles.

Another example of a laminate according

to the invention whining g "notch fre-

30 queney" in the infra red region is a card

formed from polyethylene terephthalate and
polyethylene.

Note, that the mechanical strength of the
band may vary as a function of the dif-

.
35 ferences, if any, in the aching temper-

attires and whether the melting point u
sharply defined. In the above cases, plastics

having amorphous structures are used. In
this actuation, a range of melt temperature)

40 can be expected.

The first film may be formed of vinyl

cyjdohexane copolymer, vinyUdecs chloride

copolymer, polyethylene- glycol mono-
laurate, polvprepylene oxide or polyiso-

45 prate, and the second fibs may be formed
of vinyl chloride methacrylate copolymer,

polyvinyl formal, polyvinyl propionate or
polyvinyl pyrrolldone.

WHAT WE CLAM IS 50

_
1. A coded car exhibiting a substaov

tiaDy uniform transmissivity and surface re-

flectance in the .visible light region com-
rmsittg a first film and a second film lamin-

ated upon the first futn, said film; having 55
different optical absorption '*»"",Hrtn) at

a substantially single frequency lying within
an optical bandpass in the non-visible re-

gion end said card being encoded' by either
sdectively eperturing the second him prior (0
to lamination or laminating discrete portions

of the second film upon selected areas of
the first fBm.

2. A Card «nimlmg (O Hum)
\ t ]q

which the first film has an optical bandpass 65
transmission characteristic to the infra red
region.

3. A card according to Claim 1 or 2,
in whkh said films are formed from the same
material and the second firm includes a 70
carbonyl group.

4. A card according to Claim 1 or 2, in
which said films are formed from different

materials and the second film includes a
carbonyl group. .75

5. A card wymding to any one of
Claims 1, 2 or 4, in which the first film is
fonncd from polyvinyl chloride, vinyl cyclc-
hexane copolymer, vioylidene chloride co-
polymer, polyethylene glycol monofcurrate, SO
polypropybne oxide, or pcSyisojntne and
the second film is formed from a copolymer
of vinyl chloride and vinyl acetate, vinyl

chtoride/meuacrvlatB copolymer, polyvinyl
formal, polyvinyl proprionate or polyvinyl 85
pynolidone.

6. A coded identity card substantially as
hereinbefore described.

ML S. CHAUDHRY,
Chartered Parent Agent,

Agent for the Applicants.
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The examination is being carried out on the following application documents:

Text for the Contracting States:

AT BE CH LI CY DE DK ES Fl FR GBGRIE IT LU MC NL PT

Description, pages:

1,2,4,5,7-27 as published

6,6a as received on 21.115001 with letter ol

3 as received on 10.055003 with letter ol

21.11.2001

06.05.2003

Claims, No.:

1-21 as received on 10.052003 with letter ol 06.05.2003

Drawings, sheets:

1/30-30/30 as published

1
.

The following document (D) is referred to in this communication; the numbering

will be adhered to in the rest of the procedure:

D10* = GB-A-1371254

*A copy of D10 is annexed to this communication.

2. As to claim 1 reference is made in D1 0 e.g. to 1.71 -78.

Thus, the subject-matter of claim 1 is not novel.
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